1. INTRODUCTION Let {X,} be a sequence of random variables, assumed throughout this article to be nondegenerate, with finite first moment; let {w,} be a sequence of positive numbers. Define S, = x:=1 wiXi and W, = x:=1 wi. In this paper we study the almost sure convergence of (S, -ESJW, to zero as n + co, for the case where the random variables are nonnegative and {w,} satisfies wrtIW,+ 0 and W,--tcO as n-+m.
Then we apply the result to obtain, among other things, an analogue of "Kolmogorov's theorem" for the weighted averages of pairwise independent random variables. This will ensure that the work of Jamison et al [7] on almost sure convergence of weighted averages of independent random variables remains valid if the assumption of independence is replaced by pairwise independence. For the "necessity" of condition (1) imposed on w,'s and its equivalent version see [7, p. 441. Finally we adapt the result for the range of random walk to justify an old result and to obtain a new one. 
See, e.g., Etemadi [4] . This is always the case when d > 3, assuming that d is also the genuine dimension of the random walk. 
